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INTRODUCTION 16 17
Vocal signals are critical for survival and reproduction in a range of species. 18
Receivers can extract substantial information from vocal signals about the 19 identity, species, or motivation of the signaller and make mate-choice and other 20 social decisions based on the incentive salience of the signal. However, there is 21 growing consensus that receivers, and their auditory systems, are not passive 22
filters, but rather they dynamically encode acoustic stimuli. 1, 2 Consequently, a 23 signal's salience may not be an inherent component of the signal, but instead be 24 determined by the individual receiver's internal state and experience 3,4 . For 25 example, in fish, frogs, and birds, reproductive status, acting through changes in 26 steroid hormones and neuromodulators, can influence auditory responses and 27 the processing of mating calls [5] [6] [7] . Similarly, maternal experience and reproductive 28 status dramatically shape the way that female rodents respond to pup calls, in 29 part due to neuromodulatory shaping of auditory responses [8] [9] [10] . Thus, the 30 response to vocal communication signals depends not only on the signal itself, 31 but also on the ascribed salience of those signals to an individual receiver. 32 33 Dopamine (DA) is a key modulator for ascribing incentive salience to stimuli, 34 providing the brain with information on which sensory stimuli are relevant or 35 important [11] [12] [13] . Dopamine neurons in the ventral tegmental area (VTA) respond to 36 reward-related stimuli in learning tasks across sensory domains 14, 15 . Moreover, 37 dopaminergic projections from the VTA to regions like the nucleus accumbens 38 4 have been found to influence a wide range of motivated behaviors 13, 14, 16 . For 39 example, DA acting within the nucleus accumbens can shape behavioral 40 responses and preferences for particular stimuli, including social stimuli. In male 41 prairie voles, injections of DA agonists into the nucleus accumbens induces 42 partner preference 17, 18 . Thus, dopaminergic activity can serve to modulate 43 behavioral responses to communication signals. 44 45 However, little is known about how DA can act on areas outside the traditional 46 mesolimbic pathway to influence incentive salience for sensory stimuli. Recent 47 studies have documented that DA signals from the VTA can shape activity and 48 tuning in the auditory cortex 19, 20 while DA signals in the nucleus accumbens 49 relate to reward value or incentive salience 12 . This has led to the model that DA 50 from the VTA simultaneously acts at the level of the nucleus accumbens to shape 51 preferences and at the level of sensory cortex to correspondingly shape sensory 52 tuning to those stimuli 11, 21 . However, it is not known whether DA acting in the 53 5 dopaminergic activity in the auditory cortex significantly shaped preferences for 62 song and could reverse preferences for some songs over others. These data 63 suggest that DA can act directly in sensory processing areas to shape the 64 incentive salience of and preferences for stimuli. We first quantified female preferences for songs using a two-choice operant 71 assay ( Fig. 1A) 22, 23 . In this assay, female zebra finches were provided two 72 strings, each of which activated the playback of a song from a single male zebra 73 finch when pulled (e.g., Male A for one string, Male B for the other string). For 74 each of the five song pairs tested, females showed significant song preferences 75 for one of the songs of the pair (p<0.01 for all; Fig halfway through testing to control for side bias. B) The absolute distance in preference score from 0.5 (which 86 corresponds to a lack of bias for one specific song) was significantly greater than zero for all five pairs,
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indicating that females showed preferences for the song of one male over another. C) While each individual 88 female showed significant preferences for one song within all pairs of male songs, there was significant 89 individual variation in which male was preferred for all but one of the pairs. Violin plots (gray shading 
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We leveraged the fact that a majority of females clearly preferred one of the two 98 males in Pair 5 ( Fig. 1C ) to investigate whether catecholaminergic neurons in the 99 midbrain and hindbrain differentially respond to songs with different degrees of 100 incentive salience, i.e. preferred versus less preferred songs. We calculated the 101 percent of tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) neurons that expressed the immediate early 102 gene FOS in birds that heard either the preferred or less-preferred song, or were 103 left in silence. We found significant variation in responses across the five brain 104 regions we measured (F(8,109)=14.212, p<0.0001; Fig. 2 ). The caudal ventral 105 tegmental area (cVTA) was the only region to differentially respond to preferred 106 vs. less-preferred song. In particular, a greater percentage of DA neurons in the 7 cVTA expressed FOS following playback of preferred song than following 108 playback of the less-preferred song (p=0.0013) or silence (p=0.0002). In contrast, 109 while more TH neurons in the locus coeruleus (LC) and periaqueductal gray 110 (PAG) expressed FOS in response to hearing songs (p<0.0001 for each), these 111 neurons responded similarly to preferred and less-preferred songs (PAG: 112 p=0.4943; LC: p=0.0630). These data support previous work that finds that 113 catecholamine-synthesizing neurons in the midbrain and hindbrain respond to 114 playbacks of social signals 24 . In addition, these data highlight that dopaminergic 115 neurons in the VTA, but not in other catecholamine-producing cells in the 116 midbrain and hindbrain, are differentially activated by songs with different 117 degrees of incentive salience. Together, this suggests that songs with different 118 incentive values lead to differing amounts of dopamine release in areas 119 downstream to the VTA. We first tested the effects of broad, general catecholaminergic agonists to 147 determine whether DA or norepinephrine (NE) could alter female song 148 preferences (change in preference scores from Day 1 to Day 4). We found that 149 pairing the less-preferred song with the general DA agonist apomorphine (APO) 150 significantly affected female preferences for song (t(5)=-5.09, p=0.0038). 151
Specifically, pairing playbacks of the less-preferred song with APO infusions into 152 the NCM led to a significant increase in preference for that song between Day 1 153 9 and Day 4 ( Fig. 3C ). In contrast, song preferences were stable and unchanged 154 between Day 1 and Day 4 in the control condition, when playback of the less-155 preferred song (as well as to the preferred song) was paired with vehicle (VEH; 156 t(6)=1.06, p=0.3306, Fig 3D) . Similarly, pairing the less-preferred song with NE in 157 the NCM also did not significantly alter preferences (t(5)=-1.52, p=0.1895; Fig 
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To compare directly between drugs, we calculated the change in preference from 180 Day 1 to Day 4 and compared the degree of change between the three 181 treatments ( Fig. 3F ; see Methods). Overall, there was significant variation across 182 treatments (F(2, 12.4)=10.43, p=0.0022), with a greater change in preference for 183 APO than for either NE (p=0.0334) or VEH (p=0.0017). Thus, when coupled with 184 passive song playback, DA, but not NE, in a secondary auditory cortical region 185 modulates song preference. These data indicate that DA in the secondary 186 auditory cortex influences the incentive salience of songs. Given this finding, it is 187 important to reveal the involvement of specific DA receptor subtypes, persistence Conversely, pairing playback of the preferred song with infusions of the D1-201 receptor antagonist (SCH23390) tended to decrease the preference for the 202 preferred song (t(6)=-1.84; p=0.1147; Fig. 4B ). Both D1-receptor drugs produced 203 greater shifts in preference relative to the vehicle control condition (F(2,6.62)=45.31; 204 p=0.0001; Fig. 4C ). In particular, the shift in preference was significantly greater 205 for the D1-receptor agonist than for VEH (p=0.0001), and tended to be greater for 206 the D1-antagonist than for VEH (p=0.0541). Together these data indicate that 207 manipulation of D1 receptors in the auditory cortex during song playback can 208 produce substantial changes in preference and highlight the importance of D1 209 receptors in the auditory forebrain in ascribing incentive salience to stimuli. 
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Song preference shifts are not a consequence of changes in motor behavior 221 222
Given the known roles of dopamine in modulating motor behavior and motivation, 223
we investigated whether the drug manipulations had general effects on string 224 pulling behavior overall and the degree to which these changes could have 225 contributed to the shifts in preference. While across all treatments, the total 226 amount of string pulling for either string on Day 4 was lower than that on Day 1 227 (F(1, 43.2)=8.78, p=0.0049), the shifts in preference were not due to the overall 228 changes in string pulling. Although different drugs had different effects on female 229 preferences, the degree to which females changed the amount of string pulling 230 did not vary across drugs (Drug X Day interaction: F(4,43.2)=0.49, p=0.7455; Suppl 231 To determine the degree to which manipulation of dopamine in the NCM can lead 246 to lasting changes in preference, we also tested a subset of birds one week 247 following pairing of song playback and the D1 agonist (see Methods). We found 248 that these females continued to showed preferences that were significantly 249 shifted from baseline (Fig. 5A) . In particular, females tested one week after 250 pairing of the D1 receptor agonist and the less-preferred song had significantly 251 increased preferences for the previously less-preferred song (t(5)=-4.76, 252 p=0.0050). Moreover, the magnitude of the shift in preference was not 253 significantly different from females tested immediately following pairing of the D1 254 receptor agonist and the less-preferred song (F(1,10)=0.05; p=0.8371; Fig. 5B ). infusion and song playback did not lead to a significant shift in song preferences 280 (t(5)=1.11, p=0.3181; Fig. 6A ). Moreover, the change in preference when the D1-281 receptor agonist was uncoupled from song was significantly less than when the 282 D1-receptor agonist was coupled with song playback (p=0.0033; Fig. 6B ), and 283 not significantly different than the lack of preference change following VEH 284 processes within sensory and reinforcement pathways respectively. In particular, 302 auditory cortical circuits are thought to be responsible for detecting and 303 discriminating acoustic signals while the nucleus accumbens and VTA ascribe 304 salience and modulate preference for those signals. In line with this, we found 305 that in female zebra finches preferred songs elicit greater activity in dopamine 306 neurons of the caudal VTA than less-preferred songs. However, we also found 307 that coupling song playback with pharmacological manipulations of dopamine 308 receptors within the auditory cortex itself could alter and, in some cases, fully 309 reverse song preferences. The changes to preference were lasting, as females 310 still displayed the reversed preference one week later. Moreover, the changes to 311 preference were not just a consequence of dopamine-dependent changes in the 312 auditory cortex, since females that heard playback before drug manipulation did 313 not show altered preferences. Taken together, these data indicate that 314 dopaminergic projections to the auditory forebrain may directly modulate 315 behaviorally-relevant auditory preferences and motivate behavior in response to 316 vocal signals. 317
318
Pairing DA agonists in the NCM with playback of a less-preferred song resulted 319 in increased preferences for the less-preferred stimulus. Thus, song preferences 320 are not only plastic under the right conditions, but they can be altered by changes 321 in the auditory forebrain. In rats, stimulation of the VTA leads to changes in the 322 inhibitory tone and plasticity in the tonotopic organization of primary auditory 323 cortex (A1) 19,30 . Specifically, VTA stimulation enhances circuit inhibition in A1, 324 thereby increasing the auditory-evoked firing precision of A1 neurons 30 . 325
Moreover, pairing VTA stimulation with playback of a tone leads to expanded 326 representation of that tone in A1 19 . Such targeted changes to A1 firing precision 327 and tonotopic organization are associated with increased ability to discriminate 328 sounds 31-33 . However, while previous studies have shown that VTA stimulation 329 leads to auditory cortical plasticity and improved discrimination, changes just to 330 the representation of a sound have not been hypothesized to result in changes in 331 preferences. Indeed, in our study, birds were not simply discriminating between 332 two stimuli, but were pulling strings to hear one song over another; therefore, 333 their string pulling behavior provided a read-out of their motivation to hear a 334 particular stimulus. Thus, our data indicate that increasing dopaminergic activity 335 in the auditory forebrain could lead not only to an increase in the signal-to-noise 336 ratio, as seen in rodents, but also to a change in the motivation to hear the song 337 or the pleasure derived from it. 338
339
At the same time, we found that preference for a preferred song could be 340 diminished following pairing of playback with infusion of a D1-receptor antagonist. 341
Thus, our data support the possibility that dopamine is released into the NCM in 342 response to preferred songs and this release may be important for the sustained 343 preference for that song. These data dovetail with previous work demonstrating 344 that, in female sparrows, hearing conspecific song (versus silence) leads to 345 increases in the expression of phosphorylated tyrosine hydroxylase, a marker of 346 dopamine synthesis, in the NCM and CMM 34 . Together with the lower expression 347 of FOS in response to less-preferred songs, this indicates that least preferred 348 songs may elicit lower levels of dopamine release. Future studies using online 349 methods to measure local changes in dopamine release [35] [36] [37] in the auditory 350 cortex in response to songs of different perceived quality will provide needed 351 data to clarify this relationship. All zebra finch females used in this study (N=36, >90 days post-hatch) were 386 raised with both parents and all siblings until 60 days of age. Thereafter, they 387 were housed in same-sex group cages in a colony, and thus were acoustically To manipulate catecholamine levels in NCM, females were bilaterally implanted 409 with microdialysis guide cannulae targeted at the NCM (Fig 3A) . At least 30 410 minutes prior to surgical procedures, females were given an analgesic (Metacam, 411 company) and deprived of food and water. At the start of surgery, females 412 received an intramuscular injection of ketamine (0.04mg/g) and midazolam 413 (0.0015mg/g) for anesthetic induction and then fitted into a stereotaxic apparatus 414 (Leica) with a fixed beak angle of 45 degrees. Once birds were placed into the 415 stereotaxic apparatus, anesthesia was maintained on 0-2% isoflurane vapor for 416 the duration of the surgery. Guide cannulae containing dummy probes (CMA/7, 417 CMA Microdialysis, Stockholm, Sweden) were implanted bilaterally in the NCM 418 (from the caudal Y-sinus: 50 m rostral, 50 m lateral, 150 m deep) through 419 small windows in both layers of skull and secured in place using epoxy and 420 violet acetate to determine the locations of cannulae and probes. All females in 490 this study were confirmed to have probes located within NCM. 491 492
Song stimuli 493
All male song stimuli were female-directed courtship song samples recorded from 494 males (N=10) from our colony at McGill University. Songs were recorded in 495 sound-attenuating chambers (TRA Acoustics, Cornwall, Ontario) by briefly 496 exposing males to stimulus females (not used in this experiment), as has been 497 previously described 22,26,58 . We created stimuli for five pairs of males for use in 498 two-choice female preference tests. Pairs consisted of the same two males for all 499 females (e.g. Male A and Male B were always pair 1, Male C and Male D were 500 always pair 2, etc.), and females were tested on 2-5 pairs. Males used to 501 generate song stimuli and females used in this study were unrelated and had 502 never physically interacted. Song stimuli used for the preference test were 503 matched for duration and number of introductory notes and were free of noise 504 and female calls. For each male, we used one song example containing multiple 505 motifs and introductory notes. All stimulus songs were bandpass filtered (300-10 506 kHz), normalized by their maximum amplitude, and saved as wav files (44.1 kHz) 507 using custom written code in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). We used a 508 selection of 4-7 recordings of song to provide a representative sample of varying 509 song duration, number of bouts, and number of introductory notes from each 510 male's repertoire. 511
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Analyses 513
All statistical analyses were completed using JMP Statistical Processing Software 514 (SAS, Cary, NC, USA) or custom-written Matlab code (Mathworks, Natick, MA). 515
To quantify female preference for one song over the other, we determined the 516 distribution of string pulls for Male A versus Male B. The initially preferred male 517 was attributed a value of 1, and the less-preferred male a value of zero, and the 518 distribution of pulls was bootstrapped with replacement (10,000 iterations) to 519 obtain 95% confidence intervals. We also calculated the "strength of preference" 520 (the distance of the bootstrapped distribution mean from 0.5, a chance 521 distribution). This allowed us to separate the strength of preference from the 522 directionality, for example if females had strong preferences overall but differed in 523 which male they preferred. 524
525
To assess whether females demonstrated song preferences during the 526 preference tests, we conducted two-tailed single-sample t-tests on mean 527 "strength of preference" for each pair of males and tested whether the distribution 528 of preference significantly differed from chance (H0=0.5). We also tested whether 529 mean preference between the two males was skewed in any of our pairs by 530 attributing one male a value of one and the other male a value of zero across all 531 females. We then conducted two-tailed single-sample t-tests by pair to see 532 whether the mean preference between two males was significantly different from 533 0.5 (chance). 534
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To examine whether the drug manipulation paired with playback of the less-536 preferred male's song was related to change in preference between Day 1 and 537 Day 4, we performed paired t-tests of the bootstrapped means for Day 1 and Day 538 4 for each drug. We also tested whether the amount by which behavior shifted 539 was related to drug manipulation using a model with percent change in string pull 540 distribution as a dependent variable, drug as an independent variable, and 541 female ID as a random variable. All models were conducted using a restricted 542 maximum likelihood approach with unbounded variance components. 543 544 Finally, we examined whether overall changes in activity could account for the 545 changes in preference. To do this, we used a model with percent change in string 546 pull distribution as the dependent variable, percent change in overall string 547 pulling as an independent variable, and bird ID as a random variable, 548 independently for each drug. 549 550
